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Day Dreamer
Donavon Frankenreiter

Donavon Frankenreiter - Day Dreamer

i m not sure, but i think there are two versions of this song, but here s one of
them. one of my favorite donnie songs. corrections welcome.
firemanzuway@yahoo.com

A     D      Dm         A   
I dont care, what they see
F#m          Bm      E
Dont really bother me
A     D      Dm         A  
And I dont care, what they say
F#m          Bm      E
Theres got to be another way

A                F#m
I said dream on, dreamer
Bm               E
Dream all through the night
A                F#m
Dream on, dreamer
Bm               E
Baby thats alright
    
             A
If you wanna dream, dream
F#m             Bm              E
Its okay, you can dream all through the day
       A
I said dream, dream
F#m             Bm              E
Its alright, you can dream all through the night

A     D       Dm      A    
Keep on movin if you gotta go
F#m           Bm              E
Just as long as you ll stay with the flow
A     D       Dm      A
Be somewhere, you wanna be
F#m           Bm              E
Keep on groovin  cause thats the key

A                F#m
I said dream on, dreamer
Bm               E
Dream all through the night



A                F#m
Dream on, dreamer
Bm               E
Baby thats alright

             A
If you wanna dream, dream
F#m             Bm              E
Its okay, you can dream all through the day
       A
I said dream, dream
F#m             Bm              E
Its alright, you can dream all through the night

A            Ab        G             F#
Dreams can t always be just what they seem
Bm                  E
But you can dream. i said you can dream
E
i hope i see it if i

A                F#m
I said dream on, dreamer
Bm               E
Dream all through the night
A                F#m
Dream on, dreamer
Bm               E
Baby thats alright
A                F#m
I said dream on, dreamer
Bm               E
Dream all through the day
A                F#m
Dream on, dreamer
Bm         E            A
Baby thats okay, that s okay


